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Rating System

Grade Level

To quickly convey the overall quality of a
book, a rating appears in boldface type after
the bibliographical information.

Considerations:

•

Exceptional quality or merit. The asterisk is used sparingly and only in cases
where the book deserves special
recognition.

A

Excellence. Books that receive a rating
of A will add strength to a library and
should find wide acceptance among
young readers.

B

Recommended for libraries that need
additional books in a specific subject
area . Generally books with a rating of
B are dependable, if not outstanding.

C

NR

Will have appeal for some readers
despite significant shortcomings.
Should be purchased only after careful
consideration.
Not recommended.

• The intended reader's approximate grade
level appears immediately after the rating.
• When the reviewer believes that a particular book will appeal to a wide range of
readers, no upper limit is indicated .
• Many books, including picture books, find
a favorable reader response far beyond
the reading level indicated by the vocabulary, treatment of subject, or format.
Book Classification

Book classification follows the grade level.
Books are given a two-letter code, indicating
the genre of the particular book.
FI

Fiction

BI

Biography

PB

Picture book

PT

Poetry

NF

Nonfiction

Children's Book and Play Review (CBPR) is published five times annually, once every two
months from September through June, by Brigham Young University's Department of Teacher
Education, Department of Theatre and Media Arts, and Harold B. Lee Library. Statements and
opinions of CBPR are the responsibilities of the authors and reviewers and do not necessarily
reflect views, constitute endorsement, or set policy of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints or Brigham Young University.
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The ABCs of Booktalking:
Ideas to Help Produce Terrific Booktalks
Marsha D. Broadway
Juvenile Literature Librarian
Brigham Young University

Teachers and librarians know that booktalking
is a most effective means of promoting interest in
books and reading among children, adolescents,
and adults. An enthusiastic booktalker possesses
the power to make books fly off classroom and
library shelves and into the hands of eager
readers.
While some booktalkers may be born with the
gift, for most of us, booktalking is a practiced art.
Experience brings skill in presenting books and in
reading audiences. Each booktalker must fmd and
then refine his or her own style through study,
practice, and observation. And style is never
static; new books offer fresh opportunities to try
new approaches.
The following alphabetically-arranged ideas
for creating informative and engaging booktalking
sessions are based on the author's professional
experience, study, and teaching. When twenty-six
letters could not contain all the information the
author wished to share, letters I and R were
repeated. Readers will note that almost every
initial letter in the following paragraphs begins an
active verb; booktalk itself can be an active verb.
Booktalkers must be active in developing and
pursuing their skills.
Arrive early to arrange the setting. A few
minutes of organization will help the booktalking
session to flow smoothly.

Be brief. Think ofbooktalks as commercials.

A 30- or 60-second spot can be as effectiveeven more effective-than an infomerical. Young
listeners will usually decide within the first
minute whether or not they are interested in a
book. If the booktalk is longer than two minutes,
a youthful audience may lose interest. The
younger the audience, the shorter the individual
booktalks and the booktalking session should be.
Cite the title and author of each book clearly

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1999

and show the book. Booktalking to a large
audience may require that book covers be
formatted into slides, overhead transparencies, or
a picture data file (PDF).
Demonstrate a craft, project, or fact from a
book. A craft book is easily promoted by
demonstrating a craft or two. Books by Kathie
Ross are good choices to incorporate into many
booktalks because they cover topics from holidays
to ocean to dinosaurs and more. To hook an
audience on Pamela Hickman's Animal Senses,
try the author's suggestion to look through a
colander to simulate the vision of insects.
Establish a central theme or topic. Themes
that allow for multiple genres tend to have wider
appeal than genre-specific booktalks. This is not
to say that booktalking sessions on fantasy,
contemporary realistic fiction, or fairy tales will
not be appreciated by the right audience. The
better you know your audience, the more specific
your topic or theme can be. However, themes such
as "Walk in Space" can easily incorporate science
fiction, fact, biography, activity books, poetry,
and more. Even if your theme is as broad as "My
Favorite New Books," listeners will benefit from
knowing the parameters of the booktalking
seSSIOn.
Find and read resources about booktalking.
New and experienced booktalkers will profit from
Joni Bodart's and Caroline Feller Bauer's many
books. Bodart's Booktalk and Booktalking the
Award Winners series provide hundreds of
prepared booktalks for booktalkers to personalize
and make their own. Bauer's three recent titles,
Leading Kids to Books Through Magic, Leading
Kids to Books Through Puppets, and Leading Kids
to Books Through Crafts, offer creative
suggestions for topics, book selections, and
activities to pair with booktalks. A bibliography

5
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of these and other sources follows this article.

Keep a file ofbooktalking ideas for favorite
books. Include actual booktalk outlines, themes or
topics, techniques, etc. A file is often a better
memory keeper than the brain, and a computer file
can provide easy search capabilities.

Give a small token or object from the story to
each member of the audience as part of the
booktalk. Certain stories are ideal candidates for
tokens: stars for Klaus Baumgart's Laura's Star,
sleigh bells for Chris VanAllsburg' sPolar
Express or Nick Butterworth's Jingle Bells, and
chocolate kisses for Jonathan London's Froggy's
First Kiss.

Let the audience see your face and eyes.
Avoid reading from notes. Your eyes and facial
expressions should show your enthusiasm for the
books.

Hand out an annotated bibliography. For
each title, include author, call number, and brief
annotation. Annotations can jog the memory of
readers when they are browsing for books. When
possible, put more books on the bibliography than
you actually booktalk to provide your audience
with more choices.

Move on if the audience is bored or if you
forget the storyline. Booktalkers should watch
their audience's reactions and adjust accordingly.
If a book is bombing, cut the booktalk short. If
you forget a prepared booktalk or you cannot
recall the central characters or plot, simply say,
"Let's save this book for another time."

Interest readers in books by comparing them
to popular books that they have previously read
and enjoyed."If you like the Where's Waldo
books, you will probably enjoy Animal Hide and
Seek or Fabulous Feasts. '''1fyou have read the
American Girl books, you might want to try the
Dear America Series, beginning with Kathryn
Lasky's A Journey to the New World: The Diary
ofRemember Patience Whipple." For assistance in
making connections between similar books,
consult What Do Children Read Next? and What
Do Young Adults Read Next?

N ever tell the ending of a book to a young
audience; however, it is appropriate to reveal the
ending if you are presenting booktalks to other
librarians or adults who are interested in selecting
children's books.

Inform readers about other books in series,
trilogies, etc. Young readers interested in Pam
Conrad's Stoneword will want to know about the
sequel, Zoe Rising. Beginner readers of Cynthia
Rylant's Poppleton, Steven Kellogg's Pinkerton,
Behave, or Rosemary Well's Max's Christmas
will be excited to discover that each is the first
book in a series. Reading in Series is an excellent
reference source to aid in identifying the order of
books in series.
Jazz up your booktalking sessions by using a
variety of genres. When possible, use biographies,
craft books, informational books, biographies,
poetry, etc, to appear to the wide interests of
young readers.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol20/iss2/8

Over-recommend any book and you risk
disappointing the child or adult who reads it. A
comment such as "This week, my favorite
mystery is _ _" is a solid recommendation, and
is not as absolute as "This is the best mystery I
have ever read."
Practice, practice, practice (at least when you
first begin booktalking). Less practice is needed
with experience because you learn what works.
Do not make the mistake of thinking that your
decreasing need for practice means you can cut
back on preparation. Even experienced booktalkers must prepare for successful booktalks.
Quit thinking "It's too much work," or "I'm
too nervous." Start small-a few books, a few
minutes-at the end of a story program or class
instruction. The exhilaration of selling young
people on books will keep you motivated.
Read a brief quotation that sets the stage for
the book or relates a pivotal point in the plot. The
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elegantly crafted preface of Natalie Babbitt's Tuck
Everlasting and the tragically amusing account of
bringing home a dead rat in Lois Lowry's
autobiography, Looking Back, are great quotations
to read.
Relate an exciting incident from the book or
provide an overview to the action. The poison nail
polish scene from Louis Sachar's Holes and the
witness of the murder scene from Willo Davis
Roberts' The View from the Cherry Tree are
riveting examples.
Reveal how the book affected you. Sharing a
personal reaction to a book is a type of selfdisclosure that allows listeners to understand both
you and the book better. Here is an example:
"Tiger Ann in Kimberly Holt's My Louisiana
Sky brought me back to my own Southern
childhood and its insecurities. Although her
challenges were different from mine, I
desperately wanted Tiger to triumph. Let me
tell you about twelve-year-old Tiger and how
she got her unusual name."
Show a sample of exciting art work from a
picture book, but just a sample; leave some things
for the readers to discover and enjoy on their own.
Consider showing a sequence of shapes, colors,
and animals from Lois Ehlert's Color Zoo or
Color Farm, or a couple of incarnations of
Camilla from David Shannon's A Bad Case of
Stripes. Remember that with a large group, you
may need to use slides, transparencies, or a PDF
in order for everyone to see the illustrations.
Tell inside information about the author,
illustrator or the book. Take advantage of
professional conferences to meet, hear, and talk to
authors and illustrators. In a library conference
presentation, Caldecott-winner Peggy Rathmann
revealed that she used her very own dog and some
of his antics in drawing Gloria and her boyfriend
as the model for Officer Buckle. When she broke
up with him, Rathmann found she could no longer
draw her old boyfriend, so Officer Buckle became
a new man. Another way to find interesting
tidbits is to surf web pages. Access authors' and
illustrators' web pages through The Children's
Literature Web Guide at http://www acs.ucalgary
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1999

ca/-dkbrown/ index.html.
Use questions to draw the listeners into
informational books. A basic developmental need
is competency. Children in middle childhood ask
question after question in their quest to know
more. Use that natural curiosity. Your questions
will capture their interests, and they will read to
find the answers. Begin a booktalk:
"Did you ever wonder how large dinosaurs
were compared to people today? David
Peter's A Gallery of Dinosaurs and other
Early Reptiles will show you."
Then show and comment on any two double-page
spreads in the book, and young readers will be
hooked.
Vary
the
techniques
(quotation,
demonstration, inside information, questions, etc.)
used in a booktalking session. Variety keeps the
audience's attention.
Watch other booktalkers, and incorporate
their best techniques into your booktalking style.
In addition to listening to authors at professional
conferences and meetings, attend programs that
focus on introducing new books.
X-change ideas with other librarians. Share
your creativity with others. Be willing to booktalk
for colleagues.
Yippee, yahoo! Yield to the urge to booktalk.
Zero in on your own style. Experiment. No
two people booktalk alike. Discover what works
for you.
So what should you do after reading this
article? Make booktalk an active verb in your
home, school, or library. If you are a novice, start
with just a few books. Practice on your family. If
you are an experienced booktalker, try a new
technique or resource. The reward of young
people eagerly reading the books you recommend
is personally and professionally gratifying and
very much worth the effort.
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Useful Reference Sources
for Booktalkers

Spencer, Pam and Janis Ansell. What Do Children
Read Next? Volume 2. Detroit: Gale, 1997.

Barr, Catherine, ed. Reading in Series: A
Selection Guide to Books for Children. New
Providence: NJ: Bowker, 1999.

Spencer, Pam. What Do Young Adults Read Next?
Volumes 1 and 2. Detroit: Gale, 1994, 1997.

Bauer, Caroline Feller. Leading Kids to Books
through Crafts. Chicago: American Library
Association, 1999.

••••

_ _ . Leading Kids to Books through Magic.
Chicago: American Library Association,
1996.
_ _ . Leading Kids to Books through Puppetry.
Chicago: American Library Association,
1997.
Bodart, Joni. Booktalk!: Booktalking and School
Visiting for Young Adult Audience, New
York: Wilson, 1980.
Bodart-Talbot, Joni. Booktalk! 2: Booktalkingfor
All Ages and Audiences. New York: Wilson,
1985.
_ _, ed. Booktalk! 3: More Booktalks for All
Ages and Audiences. New York:Wilson,
1988.
Bodart, Joni Richards, ed. Booktalking the Award
Winners: Children's Retrospective Volume,
New York: Wilson, 1997.

_ _ . Booktalking the Award Winners: Young
Adult Retrospective Volume. New York:
Wilson, 1996.
_ _ . Index to the Wilson Booktalking Series.
New York, Wilson, 1997.
Cobom, Candy. What Do Children Read Next?
Detroit: Gale, 1994.
Gillespie, John T. and Corinne J. Naden. The
Newbery Companion: Booktalk and related
Materials for Newbery Medal and Honor
Books. Littleton, Co: Libraries Unlimited,
1996.
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Book Reviews
Ancona, George. Charro: The Mexican Cowboy.
Illustrated by George Ancona. Harcourt
Brace, 1999. ISBN 0-15-201047-5. $18.00.
32pp.
A 3-5 NF

••••

Reviewed by Rachael W. Galvez

In fascinating detail, Charro: The Mexican
Cowboy describes the Mexican rodeo, or
"charreada." Both adults and children participate
in this sport. The events are brought to life by
large and numerous photographs, while the text
successfully describes the difficult maneuvers of
the various contests. The text and the pictures
work together to give the reader a sense of the
excitement and tradition at the charreada. Several
Spanish terms are introduced and referenced in a
glossary.

••••

Anderson, Janet S. The Monkey Tree. Penguin
Putman, 1998. ISBN 0-525-46032-2. $15.99.
152 pp.
B 5-8 B

storyline. This musing is a little confusing to the
reader because it generally doesn't go anywhere.
Other than that, the story considers some common
teenage concerns fairly well.

Reviewed by Cinda Clement

Fourteen-year-old
Susanna
has
lost
confidence in her artistic ability and her ability to
make lasting friends just as her family moves into
her late grandmother's house to take care of Uncle
Louie. Susanna makes friends with Uncle Louie,
who is also an artist. She also learns that many of
the people around her have also felt disconnected
at some time in their lives. She begins to rebuild
her relationships and her own confidence as she
cares for Louie, her brother, and the new friends
she makes.
Susanna's family is portrayed as loving and
supportive. Susanna's first-person narrative
makes the story interesting. A young girl probably
wouldn't mentally tum things over as much as
Susanna does, and young readers might tire of this

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1999

Blacklock, Dyan. Pankration: The Ultimate
Game. Whitman, 1999. ISBN 0-8075-6323-4.
$15.95. 192 pp.
B 5-9 FI

Reviewed by Rachel Wadham

Fleeing the rampant plague in Athens, twelveyear-old Nic tumbles into an adventure that may
cost him his life. Kidnaped and sold into slavery
by pirates on his way to the safety of a distant
uncle, Nic encounters numerous dangers as he
struggles to rejoin his friend, who is competing in
the Olympic games. Alternating plot lines tell the
story of both Nic and his ship captain turned
Olympian friend, Gellius. The adventure climaxes
when Nic and Gellius are reunited and Gellius
competes in his Olympic event, the Pankration,
where competitors fight without weapons, trying
to inflict as much pain as possible on each other
until one surrenders or is killed.
Blacklock, the author of several humorous
short story collections, including Comet Vomit,
has written a rip-roaring adventure full of
standard adventure elements. Pirates, murder,
wolves, and a narrow escape are just part of what
will make Pankration a delight to young readers,
especially boys who are looking for a fast-paced
escapade. Those looking for a great work of
historical fiction set in Greece should look
elsewhere. The setting is only an incidental part of
the novel, with only sparse comments about
Greek society and culture inteIjected. Even the
section at the O1ympic games is less than
satisfying, describing only the crowds, the food
stalls, and the blood-thirsty Pankration in detail.
Nic is an unlikely and thoroughly likable hero
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whose adventure will appeal to reluctant readers,
but those looking for more substance would do
well to pass over this book.

••••
Block, Lia Francesca. 1 Was a Teenage Fairy.
HarperCollins, 1998. ISBN 0-06-027747-5.
$14.89. 186 pp.
NR 6-9 FI

Reviewed by Cinda Clement

Eleven-year-old Barbie is pushed by her
mother into becoming a model and is sexually
abused by her photographer. 1 Was a Teenage
Fairy takes Barbie from that point into adulthood,
where most of her life is centered around sex and
a "sexy" fairy who hangs out with her to listen to
her problems.
The title page book summary reads, "A feisty,
sexy fairy helps a young girl heal traumas of her
past." This is putting it mildly. Filled with sexual
undertones and overtones, this book suggests that
sex and the consideration of it are all there is to
life and relationships, both homosexual and
heterosexual. If this book is supposed to help kids
who have had problems similar to Barbie's, I
cannot recommend it. The book provides no
reiteration of the moral ideals common to the
average youth with strong moral standards. It ends
with the fairy fIxing a boy, who was abused by the
same photographer, by providing him with a nice
homosexual partner and binding them in love.
Barbie goes off to live with a guy who has the
names of all of his sexual partners tattooed on his
chest. (He changes the tattoo for Barbie, to signify
that he's going to stay with her.)
This book is offensive. I cannot recommend
it to anyone, certainly not to youth.

••••

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol20/iss2/8

Brown, Susan Taylor. Can I Pray With My Eyes
Open? Illustrated by Garin Baker. Hyperion,
1999. ISBN 078682273-2. $15.99. Not
paginated .
A Pre-3 PB

Reviewed by Rachel Welton

As a young giri goes through her daily
activities, she wonders if there has to be a special
place or time or way to pray. She eventually
determines that no matter what happens in life,
"there's no wrong time or place to pray."
Told in rhyme and accompanied by
beautifully executed oil paintings, this book
teaches the basics of faith and prayer from a
nondenominational perspective. Brown's text
captures a child's questions and concerns with
ease and elegance. Baker's rich illustrations show
the activities and emotions of the little girl in
perfect clarity and form. This book would be an
excellent resource for parents who want to teach
their children that there is never a wrong time or
way to pray. Children will relate well to the
activities of the girl and her family.

••••

Carter, Siri M. and Alden R. Carter. I'm Tougher
Than Asthma! Photographs by Dan Young.
Whitman, 1999. ISBN 0-8075-3475-7. $6.95.
Not paginated.

* K-4 PB NF

Reviewed by Nancy Alder

A young girl tells about asthma-what
triggers an attack, what happens to her body when
an attack occurs, and how medication and lifestyle
adjustments help her manage her illness.
Told in Siri's own words and with
photographs of Siri as she goes through her days,
this is as much a book about a child who feels
empowered to deal effectively with the illness that
she has as it is about the illness itself. Siri is just
a typical little girl who loves playing sports,
performing, and attending school with her friends.
She has learned to step up and incorporate her
health considerations into a full and normal life. It
is an upbeat book, full of clearly presented
information. The appendix, providing answers to
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FAQs about asthma and a resource list, help make
this book one of the best and most complete I
have seen on illnesses and disabilities.

••••

well as a history of the poem, where appropriate.
Putting the poetry together with the illustrations
produces a book with a very strong statement,
worthy of study and consideration. This is a great
addition to any collection.

Cleary, Brian. A Mink, A Fink, A Skating Rink:
What is a Noun? Illustrated by Jenya
Promitsky. Carolrhoda, 1999. ISBN 1-57505402-7. $12.95. Not paginated.
B 1+ PB NF

Reviewed by Nancy Alder

A snappy answer to the question "What is a
noun?" with funny cartoon-type illustrations and
rhyming text, this book's rhythm and rhyme give
it a nice feel and a pleasing sound as it is read
aloud.
Cleary's book is reminiscent of Ruth Heller's
grammar series of several years ago but is aimed
at the younger reader. Heller' s book more
effectively spans grade levels, making it useful for
readers up through junior high. Her illustrations
are more of a feast for the eye, her rhymes more
elegant, her presentation more coherent, and her
coverage fuller than Cleary's, but both have a
place in the home or classroom library.

••••

Clinton, Catherine. L Too, Sing America.
Illustrated by Stephen Alcorn. Houghton
Mifflin, 1998. ISBN 0-395-89599-5. $20.00.
128 pp.
A 2-9 PT

Reviewed by Cinda Clement

Billed as three centuries of African-American
poetry, this book contains selections of poetry
from the 1700s to the present. It covers a broad
range of authors, and much of the poetry is
powerful and thought-provoking.
This book seems as if it should include more
poetry about African-American history, tradition,
or stories passed down through the generations.
Most of the poetry deals with African-American
oppression. The illustrations are beautiful, softcolored, full-page drawings. Each poem is
prefaced by a biographical sketch of the author, as
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Cotler, Amy. The Secret Garden Cookbook:
Recipes Inspired by Frances Hodgson
Burnett's The Secret Garden. Illustrated by
Prudence See. HarperCollins, 1999. ISBN 006-027740-8. $17.95. 128 pp.
A 4+ NF

Reviewed by Gabi Kupitz

Who, after reading The Secret Garden,
wouldn't be curious about porridge, pudding,
cottage loaves, teas, and other culinary terms
mentioned in reading the text. Acquainting
children with the actual dishes Mary and Colin
may have come to treasure enhances the
enjoyment of reading The Secret Garden,just as
good food enhances the health of Mary and Colin.
Dickon, who is from modest circumstances, turns
to the garden to supplement, with fresh
vegetables, the scarcity of prepared food available
in his home. Nevertheless, the humble cottage
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recipes familiar to Dickon are also included in this
cookbook, a wonderful companion volume to The
Secret Garden.
Simple recipes, informative sidebars, a table
of contents, an index, and references to food from
The Secret Garden and the Victorian era are
pleasing elements in this cookbook, which is a
treasure-trove of information. The only drawback
may lie in the use of drawings. While in keeping
with the spirit of the times, the illustrations are
not colored, glossy attention-getters; rather, in
their simplicity, they evoke a sense of peace and
contentment-the magic found in gardens and
simple recipes. Enjoy!

••••
Doyle, Malachy. Jody's Beans. Illustrated by
Judith Allibone. Candlewick, 1999. ISBN 0763606871. $15.99. Not paginated.
A Pre-2 PB

Reviewed by Nancy C. Evensen

When Grandpa comes to visit Jody's family
in the springtime, he brings along a packet of
runner bean seeds. Grandpa and Jody carefully
plant the seeds. With wonder, Jody cares for the
plants as they grow-weeding, watering, thinning,
staking, and pinching back the stakes. When
questions arise, Grandpa tells Jody to "wait and
see." The family is delighted with the delicious
beans they can pick every day. In the fall,
Grandpa and Jody pick the last of the beans to
save for seeds. When Grandpa asks Jody how tall
she thinks they'll grow, it is Jody's turn to reply,
"Wait and see."
An index in the back of the book provides a
teaching tool that invites young readers to look up
gardening facts. The clever pastel illustrations
give the reader details about family life and
gardening. Along with the growing beans, a
subplot in the illustrations is the mother's stomach
growing with a new child. On the final page Jody
pushes the baby in a stroller. The warm family
relationships are very satisfying, and the harvest
theme would interest children.

••••
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Ehrlich, Amy, ed. When I Was Your Age, Volume
2: Original Stories About Growing Up.
Candlewick, 1999. ISBN 0-7636-0407-0.
$16.99. 187 pp.

* 4+ NF

BI

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

The following ten children's authors are
represented in this compilation of biographical
stories edited by Ehrlich: Normal Fox Mazer,
Rita Williams-Garcia, Paul Fleischman, Jane
Yolen, Howard Norman, E. L. Konigsburg,
Michael J. Rosen, Kyoko Mori, Karen Hesse, and
Joseph Bruchac. Each author's story and short
remarks after the story explain, in part, what
influenced them to become authors of children's
books. Ehrlich explains that these selections
"chart a clear and certain path through the forest
of human differences. It is simply this: we are all
different, we are all human, and if we tell the
truth, we will be understood." (p. 6) The following
paragraph, also from Ehrlich's Introduction,
succinctly summarizes the scope of the stories:
As we read the stories, both moved and
entertained, we may also be consoled. A
girl who can't stop crying, three nervy
kids in an African-American family, a
short boy growing up in California, a girl
suddenly awakened in her grandparents'
house, a Midwestern boy with his first
summer job, an elementary school
scholar in the 1930s, a boy who loves
horseback riding, a Japanese girl adrift, a
lonely girl in Baltimore, a boy who is
most at home outdoors-surely we
recognize these children. Surely they are
like us after all. (p. 13)
This reading is delightful and insightful. I am
eager to find and read volume one! Use these
great examples of biographical composition in
writing classes from upper elementary school on
up. Others will be motivated, as I am now, to
read books by each of the authors. Ehrlich's brief
author biographical section at the back of the
book will help me and other do just that.

••••
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Evans, Richard Paul. The Dance. Illustrated by
Jonathan Linton. Simon & Schuster, 1999.
ISBN 0-689-82351-7. $16.00. 32 pp.

* All PB

Reviewed by Gabi Kupitz

A father has a little girl who likes to do the
things that most little girls like to do, such as
playing dress-up. But most of all, this father's
little girl loves to dance. As the girl grows, her
dancing matures from the playful leaps of
childhood to the formality of ballet slippers and
dance recitals. At every event in the young
dancer's life, her father is there-a smiling,
proud, and supportive figure in the background.
As the years slip by, so does the energy of this
supportive father. He calls his now-grown
daughter home and asks her to dance for him by
his sickbed so that he can hear her feet. His blind
eyes smile in response. Saddened by the
inevitable loss of her dear father, the young
woman accepts his admonition to keep dancing.
He promises her that though she won't see him,
he will still watch-and smile. And he does.
Very simple text and lush oil paints chronicle
the eternal bond between father and daughter. An
author's note explains the origin of the book and
adds a poem by Skip Brooks, whose wife and
daughter perished in an automobile accident. The
daughter, Lizzie Brooks, is captured in the cover
art. All the author's proceeds from this book will
go to help abused and neglected children.

••••

Fleischman, Paul. Mind's Eye. Henry Holt, 1999.
ISBN 0-8050-6314-5. $15.95. 108 pp.

* 9-12 FI

Reviewed by Rachel Welton

Sixteen-year-old Courtney is placed in a
Bismarck, North Dakota nursing home after a
horseback riding accident paralyzes her from the
waist down. Courtney's two roommates, 88-yearold Elva, a retired high school teacher, and May,
an Alzheimer's patient, seem far removed from
her old life. Discouraged and despondent,
Courtney does not at first respond to Elva's
attempts to befriend her. Elva, nearly blind,
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eventually succeeds in talking Courtney into
taking a journey to Italy through the mind's eye.
Courtney reads from Elva's 1910 edition of
Baedeker's Italy, and both Elva and Courtney
embark on an imaginary journey that promotes
healing for both travelers. Courtney's healing
process comes full circle at the end of the story
when Elva has passed on, and Courtney must
introduce her new roommate to a journey through
the mind's eye.
This touching and amazingly well-written
work is one of Fleischman's finest. The same
ability to latch on to various human emotions that
Fleischman has displayed in previous works is
abundant in Mind's Eye. The brilliance of the
book, however, does not lie in the story itself or
even in the well-developed characters. Mind's Eye
is written entirely in dialogue, so readers of
Fleischman's work must also take a journey
through their own imagination. This book is
excellently suited for a reader's theater or even a
full-scale stage production. Readers of all ages
will relate to Courtney's struggles and to Elva's
strength that helps them both through hard times.

••••

Gordon, Amy. When JFK Was My Father.
Houghton Mifflin, 1999. ISBN 0-395-91364$15.00.
O. 202
pp.
A 6-9 FI

Reviewed by Rachel Welton

Georgia Hughes is tired of being let down. It
seems that no one understands her--or is willing
to try. Her father-Winter, as she calls him-is
too busy in Brazil with his banking career and his
love affair to notice Georgia, and her mother is
too distracted with her own problems to make
time for her. So Georgia decides, on February 19,
1963, that John F. Kennedy, the president of the
United States, should be her father. When she and
her mother leave Winter in Brazil to return to the
states, Georgia is almost immediately sent off to
Beard School, and the only things she takes with
her-besides her uniform-are a smooth pebble
given to her by Tim, a boy she met in Brazil, and
a framed picture of JFK.
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When Georgia arrives at Beard school, she
worries that she will never be accepted or be able
to fit in. She alleviates much of her loneliness by
having conversations with JFK, and with the spirit
of the school's founder, Wilma Beard. After
Georgia has been at the school for a time, she
finds Tim, who has run away from the boarding
school that his parents sent him to. Tim begs
Georgia to run away with him, but she finally
decides, after JFK is assassinated, that Beard is
her rightful home.
Gordon does an excellent job capturing the
spirit of the 1960s and the feelings of admiration
that many Americans had for their young
president. While Georgia is a multidimensional
and interesting character, Wilma Beard shines
forth as the best character, despite her
supernatural state of being. Anyone who either
can remember the JFK era or is interested in that
period of our country's history will love this book.
And anyone who has ever felt the pains of
loneliness will relate to Georgia and her plight.

••••
Guthrie, Woody. This Land is Your Land.
Illustrated by Kathy Jacobsen. Little, Brown,
1998. ISBN 0-316-39215-4. $15.95. 32 pp.
A K-3 PB

Reviewed by Rachael W. Galvez

In this book, Jacobsen presents wonderful
folkloric illustrations to accompany the lyrics of
the well-known song "This Land is Your Land."
The bright colors and varied scenes, together with
familiar words, will make a favorite read-along
(or sing-along) book for young children. Included
at the end for older readers is some biographical
information and photographs of Woody Guthrie,
who wrote this popular American folk song. The
book also presents all six verses of the song, some
of which are not often sung. A simple musical
score is included at the end.

••••

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol20/iss2/8

Haddix, Margaret Peterson. Just Ella. Simon &
Schuster, 1999. ISBN 0-689-82186-7. $17.00.
185 pp.
A 6+ FI

Reviewed by Gabi Kupitz

Ella is engaged to Prince Charming, the most
handsome man in the kingdom. But while Charm
is off on numerous hunting trips and managing a
war with the neighboring kingdom, Ella is
prepared for the upcoming nuptials by a cadre of
palace instructors. Lord Reston teaches Ella the
royal genealogy, while the uptight Madame Bisset
tries to educate the future princess in etiquette.
Madame Siles is the needlepoint instructor, and
Lord Axley hopes to define the lines between
royalty and servant. There is also conversational
French to be mastered. Ella finds the palace
atmosphere not only oppressive but dangerous.
When Lord Reston suffers a heart attack, Ella
makes herself immediately useful, but is chastised
for her involvement in saving the man's life, even
though she was the only one in his company at the
time of the illness .
While Lord Reston recuperates, his son, Jed
Reston, takes over his father's tutoring duties with
the future princess. Jed becomes enamored with
Ella. Of course he appreciates her beauty, but her
independent spirit and desire for knowledge make
Ella very attractive to Jed.
For Charm, Ella's beauty is the only trait he
is interested in, since together they'll carry on the
tradition of creating beautiful royal offspring. As
Ella clues in to Charm's true nature, she becomes
convinced that royal life is not for her. Seeking to
break her engagement to Charm only sends the
palace into turmoil. The wedding can't be called
off. Instead, to break her independent spirit,
Charm and his advisors throw Ella into the royal
dungeon, where they hope she'll come to her
senses. Ella yearns to be free. The only way to
freedom is through the cell's "crap hole." Ella
doesn't mind getting her hands a bit dirty. After
all, with a stepmother and two stepsisters for
whom to run and fetch, Ella has emptied many
chamber pots. With the help of a shovel, delivered
by one of Ella's loyal servant girls, the digging
commences and swings into a fever pitch after
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Channs's visit to the cell and his subsequent
murder ofElIa's jailor.
Ibrough sheer detennination, Ella tunnels her
way out of the castle and makes her way to the
refugee camp run by Jed, who has lost his position
in the palace because Madame Bisset has rightly
guessed that Jed was falling in love with his pupil.
In the camp, Ella becomes a valuable asset. And
no, she does not marry Jed, although he proposes
marriage. And yes, the palace does sponsor a
royal wedding.
A delightfully clever Cinderella tale. Without
the help of magic, a determined and intelligent
young woman takes charge of her own life by
correcting a past decision and waiting before
making another one.

••••

Hill, Ernest. A Life for a Life: A Novel. Simon &
Schuster, 1998. ISBN 0-684-82278-4. $23.00.
233 pp.
A 10+ FI

Reviewed by Gabi Kupitz

D'Ray Reid is always looking out for his
brother. But even D'Ray isn't prepared to fix the
latest mess that Little Man has gotten himself
into. To come up with the 100 dollars within the
hour to free his brother from the deadly clutches
of the evil Kojak, D'Ray robs Clem's Grocery
Store. In a moment of panic, he fires his gun and
kills the young man operating the cash register.
D'Ray manages to free Little Man in exchange for
stolen money, but must then leave town as the
police close in on his mother's Brownsville,
Louisiana, projects home. Before his eventual
arrest, D'Ray becomes a "john," bashes in the
head of one of his girls' nonpaying customers,
then lies and steals while on the run. D'Ray is one
really bad apple--even the jury thinks so and
finds him guilty of murder in the first degree, as
charged.
Fifteen-year-old D'Ray is sentenced to spend
the next six years in the Louisiana Youth
Authority. Until his release at the age of twentyone, the only visitor D'Ray sees on visiting days
is Mr. Henry Earl, the father of the young man
whom D'Ray murdered. Mr. Henry is never
empty-handed when making his regular visits to
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D'Ray. He speaks of his son and brings books and
homemade goodies for D'Ray to devour. For six
years, Mr. Henry's steady presence and
encouragement bring a change in D'Ray's life,
motivating D'Ray to complete his GED and
ponder college enrollment. Mr. Henry even
invites D'Ray to live with him-an offer that
D'Ray is reluctant to accept, though he does.
Failing in health, Mr. Henry wills himself to live
long enough to witness D'Ray's college
graduation day. It is on that day that D'Ray's life
comes full circle.
This novel is intended for adult audiences. It
has very explicit sex, murder, and prison scenes.
It also has some of the most convincing dialogues
and scenes of human kindness and forgiveness in
print. D'Ray's life is not pretty, but Mr. Henry's
insistence that "Everything you took from me,
you gonna give back" comes to fruition for D'Ray
under Mr. Henry's tutelage.

• •••

Holt, Kimberley Willis. When Zachary Beaver
Came to Town. Henry Holt, 1999. ISBN 08050-6116-9. $16.95. 227 pp.

* 6-9 FI

Reviewed by Rachel Welton

The summer that Zachary Beaver comes to
the small town of Antler, Texas is the hardest
summer of Toby Wilson's life. Toby's mom has
left him and his father to pursue her dream of
becoming a country western singer, and Toby's
best friend Cal's older brother is fighting the war
in Vietnam. Throughout the summer, Toby
struggles with the anger he feels towards his
mother, his crush on the local beauty, Scarlett, and
his fascination with Zachary Beaver, "the fattest
boy in the world." Through a series of heartaches
and triumphs, Toby, Cal, Zachary, and many other
charming and multifaceted characters, learn how
to roll with the punches and come out on top.
When Zachary Beaver Came to Town is
another triumph for Holt. Those who enjoyed
Holt's first novel, My Louisiana Sky, will
undoubtedly relate to this novel. Boys will
especially like this novel, because Toby is a very
relatable and heartwarming character. Holt's
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depiction of small-town Texas life is enlightening
and at times inspiring. This story and its
characters will linger on the mind of anyone who
picks up this book.

Twizzlebum. To end on a truly up-note, perhaps
Santa should have renamed his ratdeer.
Buy this book if you love Hurd so much that
you can't help yourself. If you're looking for
quality Christmas books to fill your shelves with,
pass up this title for the many tried and true
holiday stories that are available .

••••

Jordan, Sherryl. The Raging Quiet. Simon &
Schuster, 1999. ISBN 0-689-82140-9. $17.00.
266pp.
A9+FI

© 1999 Ed Nielsen

••••

Hurd, Thacher. Santa Mouse and the Ratdeer.
Illustrated by Thacher Hurd. HarperCollins,
1998. ISBN 0-06027-694-0. $14.95. Not
paginated.
C Pre-2 PB

Reviewed by Rita Christensen

Santa Mouse is cranky. Everything is going
wrong-he is late, his sleigh malfunctions in the
middle of a nasty storm, he loses his map and his
lunch, and then he crashes in the North Woods.
Luckily, the ratdeer find a sweet mouse named
Rosie, who cheers everyone up and brings out the
best in Santa.
Hurd's watercolors are as boldly colorful as
the illustrations in his past books; however, the
pictures don't make up for a story that lacks
originality and charm. Although Rosie helps Santa
get back into his sleigh with a new attitude, his
ratdeer still have the same cheerless names:
Blunder, Basher, Lousy, Loopy, Bugsy, and

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol20/iss2/8

Reviewed by Janice Card

When Mamie's father becomes incapacitated
by an attack of palsy and can no longer work the
farm, her family is likely to lose their home and
their livelihood. But Isak Isherwood, second son
of the lord of the land, tells them they may remain
on the farm. In exchange for his generosity,
Mamie must become his wife. He is a lord; she is
a peasant. He is as old as her father and is a
widower with three grown children. Mamie is an
inexperienced teen who neither knows or loves
him. To save her family she agrees to become
Isak's wife. Isherwood takes his bride to Torcurra,
a remote fishing village, where they will begin
their life together. An accident makes Mamie a
widow after only a few days of marriage.
So begins a tale that is captivating and
powerful. Mamie chooses to remain in the
cottage, with only the village priest as a friend.
The superstitious town folk suspect she is a witch
who caused her husband's untimely death. She
alienates herself further from the locals when she
befriends Raver, the mad boy who cannot hear or
speak. They develop a sign language so that they
can communicate. This story shows the damage
caused by prejudice and ignorance, and the good
that comes from love, friendship, and trust.
The Raging Quiet is a book for mature readers
(although it could be read by sixth graders). It
deals occasionally with sex, although not
graphically; it is not thrown in to titillate, but is an
important part of the story being told.
Jordan worked for several years with
profoundly deaf children and spoke to them by
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signing. She understands the frustrations, joys,
despair, and triumphs that come from
communicating with the deaf. She tells her tale
beautifully. Mamie and Raver are rich characters
who step off the pages into the heart.

••••

Karim, Roberta. Kindle Me a Riddle: A Pioneer
Story. Illustrated by Bethanne Andersen.
Greenwillow, 1999. ISBN 0-688-16203-7.
$16.00.34 pp.
B+ K-3 PB

Reviewed by Janice Card

Constance has unintentionally allowed the
fire in the cabin to go out, and it is now icy cold
inside. She and Papa walk to the neighbor's to
collect hot coals so that they can rekindle their
fire. On the way home Constance feels so bad
about her negligence that she begins to cry, so
Papa "kindles" a riddle for her. They play the
riddle game all the way home, then share it with
Mama and Jack. Everyone is asking riddles.
"What's an eventide before it's a candle?" The
answer, "Beeswax, from the bright honeycomb."
Set in pioneer days, this pleasant story deals
with origins: what things were before they became
what they are. The book is educational, but it is
also full of family warmth and love. Everything
takes place from morning until night in one day,
and riddles are kindled at home and at school.
BYU graduate Bethanne Andersen illustrated
the story. She has given the pictures a starkness
that reflects pioneer life, but has blended in a
warmth to express the childlike exuberance and
family love that are so much a part of the story.

••••

Kehret, Peg. Shelter Dogs. Illustrated by Greg
Farrar. Whitman, 1999. ISBN 0-8075-7334-5.
$14.95. 134 pp.
A 3-6 NF

Reviewed by Janet O. Francis

This collection of stories about dogs adopted
from shelters or dog pounds sheds light on the
unusual qualities that these animals contribute to
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their owners' lives. Written in a factual tone with
larger print and illustrated with photographs, these
stories solidly support the current assertion that
pound dogs make the best pets.
Bridgette, for example, who has an
extrasensory instinct for seizures, becomes the
constant companion and nurse-watch of a man
whose life becomes whole again with her help.
Tyler is a blind stray who came to the shelter with
his sister, only to be orphaned again when she is
adopted and he is not.
In each of the book's eight stories, the dog's
available history is included, along with a
description of the treatment and training given to
the dog. Each narrative concludes with the story
of the animal's successful adoption.
The text is simple enough for skilled younger
readers, but older youngsters interested in dogs
will also find the stories intriguing. Each chapter
includes suggestions for different aspects of
animal companionship preparation.

••••

King-Smith, Dick. Godhanger. Illustrated by
Andrew Davidson. Crown, 1998. ISBN 0514-80035-7. $18.99. 154 pp.
A 4-6 FI

Reviewed by Cinda Clement

From three hundred yards above, Loftus the
Raven introduces Godhanger Wood. As he circles
to return to his cliff nest above the sea, Loftus
hears a magpie's warning call, followed by a
gunshot blast. Thus begins this story of life in the
forest-a story of animal survival, interaction
between species, and animals hunting each other
for food. Into the forest comes a new bird: big,
kind-hearted, and awe-inspiring. The other
animals look to him for enlightenment and
leadership. A mean-spirited human called the
gameskeeper also resides in the woods. He roams
the forest and carelessly kills whatever animals he
can. The mysterious bird could be seen as a Christ
figure, coming to Godhanger Wood to protect the
animals and to teach them kindness and other
"Christian" virtues. He dies in the end, protecting
one of the animals from the gameskeeper's bullet.
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This compelling, well-written story has detail
and depth that put the reader's mind into the
minds of the animals in the story. The portrayal of
the mysterious bird is somewhat weak because the
animals in the forest must hunt and eat each other
to live. It is unrealistic to expect them to change
this way of life. And if they can't make this
change, then why the Christ figure? Except for
this big flaw, the book is terrific! And it could be
a base for a good discussion on animal and human
potential for Christian behavior.

••••

Lasky, Kathryn. Elizabeth 1, Red Rose of the
House of Tudor. Scholastic, 1999. ISBN 0590-68484-1. $10.95. 237 pp.
A 5+ FI

Reviewed by Nancy Alder

Told through diary entries over the period
between July 1544 and March 1547, this is the
story of the little girl who was daughter to King
Henry VIII. It traces with a child's eye the
political happenings of the times and offers a
picture of daily life and customs in 16th century
England.
Part of the Royal Diaries series, Elizabeth I is,
like the others, an attractively presented book with
gilt-edged pages and a cover that bears
resemblance to the richly bound books of an
earlier time. There is an appendix with a pedigree
chart and portraits of the royal family, with
photographs of some of the places where the story
unfolds. The story itself is a lively one. The
uncommon elements of having a king as your
father and dealing with your mother having been
beheaded at your father's order are balanced with
the everyday concerns that all young girls relate
to: grooming, friends who are true or are not,
playtime activities, excitement and pleasures,
sickness, and peeves. This is a good read.

••••

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol20/iss2/8

Lawston, Lisa. Can You Hop? Illustrated by Ed
Vere. Orchard, 1999. ISBN 0-531-3013l-l.
$5.95. Not paginated.
Lawston, Lisa. Can You Sing? Illustrated by Ed
Vere. Orchard, 1999. ISBN 0-53l-30132-X.
$5.95. Not paginated.
A Baby-Pre Board

Reviewed by
Marsha D. Broadway

The brilliant colors, bold outlines, and animal
characters in these two board books will charm
even the youngest readers. In Can You Hop? Frog
searches for a hopping partner. Rhinoceros
almost stomps him, Bat want to flap, Lobster
prefers to snap; so it goes until frog meets Rabbit,
and they hop away together. In Can You Sing?
Penguin wants a bedtime lullaby and a menagerie
of animals sings for him. Gorilla raaahhs, Dog
rowfs, Duck quacks, Owl hoots, and wolfhowls.
When the songs are finished, Penguin thanks the
serenaders and wishes them "Good night!"
Once a toddler has enjoyed these board books
he will ask for them again and again. Excellent
choices for home libraries, these books will be
well-chewed as babies and toddlers learn to
recognize animals, and animal locomotion and
sounds.

••••

Madrigal, Antonio Hernandez. Erandi's Braids.
Illustrated by Tomie dePaola. Putman, 1999.
ISBN 0-399-23212-5. $15.99. 32 pp.
A 1-3 PB

Reviewed by Rachael W. Galvez

When the hair buyers come to Erandi' s
village, her mother decides to sell her hair so that
she can repair their fishing net and buy a doll for
Erandi's birthday. The hair buyers come from the
city, offering large sums of money for long, black
hair that they will use to make wigs. Erandi goes
with her mother to the barber shop where a long
line of women are waiting to sell their hair. Once
they are inside, the barber tells Erandi' smother
that her hair is not long enough and that he
doesn't want to buy it. Erandi offers her hair,
despite her mother's protests, and sells her braids
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for a very good price. Although Erandi is sad
about the way she looks with her boy-length hair,
she is happy that her family can have enough
money for her doll and the net.
Madrigal's bittersweet story is based on the
phenomenon of hair buying common in Mexican
villages during the forties and fifties. Pictures in
dePaolo's classic style enhance the folkloric
flavor of the book.

children's cable channel-eat their lunch, fly
kites, and run in the sun before their bedtimes.
The illustrations are brightly colored and strongly
outlined, which will appeal to toddlers and
preschoolers. The pop-ups and pull-tabs are clever
and will be fun for pre-kindergarten children;
however, school or public libraries should not
order this title because of the delicate nature of
the moveable parts .

••••

••••

Muir, John, as retold by Donnell Rubay. Stickeen.
Illustrated by Christopher Canyon. Dawn,
1998. ISBN 1-883220-79-3. $7.95. Not
paginated.

Neimark, Anne E. Wild Heart: The Story of Joy
Adamson, Author of Born Free. Harcourt
Brace, 1999. ISBN 0-15-201368-7. $17.00.
118 pp.

* K-5 PB

A 6+ NF BI

Reviewed by Cinda Clement

A brave little dog named Stickeen follows
Muir and his companions as they explore Alaska.
Early one morning as a storm gathers, Muir
prepares to explore another glacier. The little dog
seems determined to follow in spite of John's
protests. The two find themselves on a glacier in
the middle of a big storm as night approaches.
This little story is involving, well told, and
captivating. The illustrations are wonderful; the
drawings of the glaciers and of Muir seem larger
than life. The book is altogether delightful, with a
little biographical information at the end, as well
as the history of the story. Muir apparently
actually had this experience with a little dog.

••••
Murphy, Mary. Roxie and Bo Together. Edited by
Mary Lee Donovan. Illustrated by Mary
Murphy. Candlewick, 1999. ISBN 0-76360870X. $12.99. Not paginated.
B Pre-K PB

Reviewed by Rita Christensen

Roxie and Bo, a fox and a rabbit, busy
themselves in and out of the house on a typical
summer day. Friendship is portrayed sweetly as
Roxie and Bo--characters that can be seen on a
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Reviewed by Janet O. Francis

Years ago, when I stumbled onto Born Free
and its sequels, the shadowy figure of their author,
Joy Adamson, seemed to lead a romantic and
enviable life in every way, from her African
wanderings to her exotic house pets, which she
returned to their natural environments, complete
with their native skills and instincts.
In this later, more critical and ecologically
responsible world, it is intriguing to discover that
Adamson was from an aristocratic German
family, and suffered much grief in her life. She
was a fine artist whose drawings recorded the
flora and fauna of a disappearing Africa and
whose detailed and accurate depictions of native
Africans hang in museums worldwide, often as
the only record of vanished cultures. Adamson,
not surprisingly, was one of the first in a new age
of animal study that would prove that animals
possess far more intelligence, emotional
development, and capacity for relationships than
previously dreamed of (except by doting pet
owners).
Fredericke Gessner, who would become Joy
Adamson, enjoyed the pleasures of Austrian
wealth in between the wars and was eventually
murdered in the African bush at age sixty-nine.
This book covers the major details of her varied
life, including several marriages and many
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professional accomplishments. It also states and
evidences her expressed philosophy that "the call
of the wild had always been a call to recognize
that the commonality existing between all lifeforms is far stronger than any differences."
Generously illustrated with photos, this book
is a must for all libraries. Somewhere out in the
world are other communicators, and this book will
support and encourage them.

••••

Olson, Arielle North and Howard Schwartz. Ask
the Bones. Illustrated by David Linn. Viking,
1999. ISBN 0-670-87581-3. $15.99. 145 pp.
B 3-5 NF

Reviewed by Janet O. Francis

The subtitle of this collection promises scary
stories from around the world. Ask the Bones
could be more aptly described as bloody stories
from around the world, with a touch of humor.
Possibly the ambience of a dark wood and a
crackling bonfIre for the telling would provide the
requisite terror.
Some familiar stories are included, though the
names are different, such as the story of the
fIddler who trades his soul for talent, or the story
about the man who discovers the pirate's gold,
only to fInd it guarded by vindictive ghosts. For
the most part, the stories are original and new to
collection, or at least new enough in format that
they don't seem familiar. They are gathered from
many countries; each states its country of origin.
Illustrated with lip-smacking detail, the book
will undoubtedly be popular with fourth and fifth
grade boys and would be a welcome addition to
any folktale collection.

••••

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol20/iss2/8

Paterson, Katherine. Celia and the Sweet, Sweet
Water. Illustrated by Vladmir Vagin. Clarion,
1998. ISBN 0-395-91324-1. $15.00. Not
paginated.

B 2-5 PB

Reviewed by Cinda Clement

A dying mother tells her daughter, Celia, "If
I could drink once more from the sweet, sweet
water of my childhood, my life would be saved."
So Celia travels far to fInd the place where her
mother grew up and get some water for her. After
she and her dog overcome several obstacles, with
the help of people to whom Celia showed
kindness along the way, they reach the place,
collect the water, and arrive home again, only to
drop the flask and spill the water. Celia discovers
what water her mother was referring to when her
tears revive her mother.
The storyline is weak, but there are lessons in
kindness along the way. The watercolor
illustrations, though simple, are full-page and
powerful.

••••

Pawagi, Manjusha. The Girl Who Hated Books.
Illustrated by Leanne Franson. Beyond
Words, 1999. ISBN 1-58270-006-0. $14.95.
Not paginated.
A 1-3 PB

Reviewed by Janice Card

Meena lives in a family of bookworms, but
she hates books. How could this be? Books
surround her. Stacks of them are all over every
room in the house. The only one who hates books
more than Meena is her cat, Max. When he was a
kitten, an atlas fell on his tail and bent it like a
pipe cleaner .
One day something magical happens to
change Meena's feelings about books and reading.
In an attempt to rescue Max from the top of a
huge tower of books, Meena spills characters
everywhere and has to fIgure out how to get them
safely back into the right books.
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This creative Canadian duo, Pawagi and
Franson, have produced a unique picture book that
unleashes the power of books and may help to
encourage nonreaders to bring the magic of
reading into their lives. It is sure to appeal to
reading fanatics as well.

••••
Perrault, Charles. Cinderella. Translated by
Anthea Sell. Illustrated by Loek Koopmans.
North-South, 1999. ISBN 0-7385-1051-6.
$15.95. Not paginated.
A Pre-4 PB

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

Anthea Bell's translation of Charles Perrault's
fairy tale Cinderella is a delightful tale with a few
differences from the traditional story. Although
you don't see Cinderella's father, he is not dead.
He is "totally under his wife's control."
Cinderella attends two balls on consecutive
nights, and instead of including the "happily ever
after" phrase at the end, Bell concludes the story
with "Cinderella was taken to the prince, and a
few days later they were married."
Koopmans's wispy, airy illustrations add
much to this fairytale.
The two haughty
stepdaughters, for example, seem to grow out of
their mother. As the text explains, her two
daughters are "exactly like her." Each illustration
draws you to the next page of the carefully
composed text. One of my favorite illustrations is
of the young prince and princess flying over the
valley to a new tomorrow. Cinderella is a petite
young princess with all the attendant virtues. At
the end of all her family challenges, she "forgave
them with all her heart." This selection can be
enjoyed again and again.

••••
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©1998 Sheila Moxley

Pirotta, Savior. Joy to the World: Christmas
Stories from Around the Globe. Illustrated by
Sheila Moxley. HarperCollins, 1998. ISBN 006-027902-8. $15.95.44 pp.
A 2-6 FI

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

Planning to bring an international flavor to
your Christmas celebrations this year? Pirotta has
told the following five Christmas stories: "The
Brave Little Camel" (Syria); "Baby in the Bread"
(Malta); "Flowers for Jesus (Mexico); "The
Ghourd of Plenty" (Ghana); and "Babushka"
(Russia). As explained inside the back cover, one
of the folktales, "Flowers for Jesus," was told to
the author by Ricardo Jimenez, to whom the book
is dedicated. Two were obtained from the late
Father Robert Darmanian.
Moxley has used bright, bold colors in her
illustrations. Each story contains lots of dialogue,
so in addition to being a read-aloud selection, it
could easily be adapted to a reader's theatre,
children's play or even a puppet show.
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Rice, Melanie and Christopher Rice. Pompeii:
The Day a City was Buried. Illustrated by
Richard Bonson. Dorling Kindersley, 1998.
ISBN 0-7894-3419-9. $14.95.48 pp.
A 2-6 NF PB

Reviewed by Nancy C. Evensen

Although during its time Pompeii was an
unimportant city in Italy, the buried Pompeii,
preserved by layers of dust and ash, gives
valuable insight into the daily life of two thousand
years ago. The reader learns what it would have
been like to grow up in ancient Pompeii. Through
fascinating detail, the book explains what
occurred as the volcano erupted, and how the city
was preserved and later uncovered. In addition,
information is provided about volcanoes and why
they erupt.
The mix of photographs, paintings, and
drawings gives the reader a very complete picture
of the archeological [mdings and the use of the
found artifacts. The book is organized in short
paragraphs distributed around the illustrations,
making it very readable and appealing to reluctant
readers. Two pages open to view a four-page
spread of what occurred as the mountain
exploded. Pages such as the one on the
amphitheater, with illustrations of gladiators
fighting each other, will be a big hit with fifth and
sixth grade boys. The book states that two million
visitors come to Pompeii each year. For those who
can't make the trip, this book is the next best
thing.

••••

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol20/iss2/8

©l999 Sharon Lane Holm

Ross, Kathy. Christmas Decorations Kids Can
Make. Illustrated by Sharon Lane Holm.
Millbrook, 1999. ISBN 0-7613-1565-9 (lib.
bdg.). $23.40. ISBN 0-7613-12757 (pbk.).
$8.95.64 pp.
A 1-6 NF

Reviewed by Marsha D. Broadway

Well-written, step-by-step instructions and
colorful illustrations for twenty-nine Christmas
projects guide young crafters to creative
successes. With items found in most homes,
young people can create decorations for
themselves, teachers, family, and friends.
Ross and Holm are known for their easy-todo-without-much-adult-supervision craft books,
and Christmas Decorations is another stellar title.
Young people will have hours of fun with the
crafts. It seems that one project may have been
cut from the publication. The back cover states
that the book contains thirty projects, the table of
contents lists twenty-nine, and an individual count
verifies twenty-nine projects. Even with a
missing project, this book will be a much used
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volume in home, classroom, school, and public
library collections.

••••

Rotner, Shelley and Sheila M. Kelly. About
Twins. Illustrated by Shelley Rotner. Dorling
Kinders1ey, 1999. ISBN 0-7894-2556-4.
$16.95. Not paginated.
A Pre-l NF PB Reviewed by Janet O. Francis

Twins are a little different from other people,
and this picture book explores those
differences-as well as some similarities. Twins
may have to share more than other siblings do, but
they never have to play alone--except when one
is left out, which is extra lonely. In a special
lifelong bond, twins seem to instinctively lmow
what matters, how to comfort each other, and how
to take care of each other.
It's generally a good thing to be a twin, and
the diversified color photographs in this book
illustrate that principle effectively.

••••
Rylant, Cynthia. Bunny Bungalow. Illustrated by
Nancy Hayashi. ISBN 0-15-201092-0.
Harcourt Brace, 1999. ISBN 0-15-201092-0.
$13.00. Not paginated.
A Pre-K PB

Reviewed by Nancy C. Evensen

With a little love, a bunny family turns a
house into a home. The bunnies are delighted to
find an empty "fixer-upper" bungaloW. They
immediately begin to work on making it their
own. Physical improvements such as painting,
planting, and sewing complement the emotional
work of lap reading, wann baths, and secure
bedtime tuck-ins.
The watercolor and pencil illustrations give
the family character. Through the illustrations we
peek at bunnies who jump on beds, suck their
thumbs, play dolls, and picnic-mirroring the
lives of young children. The simple rhyming text

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1999

is soothing, as are the warm family actions
portrayed. The book is an ideal bedtime pick for
the very young .

••••

San Souci, Robert. Brave Margaret: An Irish
Adventure. Illustrated by Sally Wein
Comport. Simon & Schuster, 1999. ISBN 0689-81072-5. $15.00. Not paginated.
A K+ PB

Reviewed by Janice Card

Margaret is a beautiful red-haired heroine
with remarkable skills that match her ability to
work hard; but this young woman longs to
discover what lies beyond the horizon. As luck
would have it, a ship is anchored in the cove
below Margaret's fann. Prince Simon approaches
her with his need for supplies and food to
continue his travels to the northern kingdoms.
Margaret says he may have her cattle if he will
take her with him. Simon argues against her
coming, but she insists that he can have no cattle
unless she goes along. As soon as they set sail the
trials begin: storm and mist, a sea serpent who
demands the "red woman" or it will swallow the
whole ship. Simon cries, "Never!" and is prepared
to fight, but Margaret lowers a small boat and
rows away, not wishing to bring danger to Simon
and his crew. This is only the beginning of
Margaret's daring adventures. An old woman, a
ring, and a sword figure into this tale, and
Margaret proves to be a heroine to be reckoned
with.
Romance and danger keep the reader eagerly
turning pages to keep track of Margaret and
Simon. Comport's artwork enhances San Souci's
tale, bringing out the action and Margaret's
vibrance and courage as she faces obstacles and
challenges that seem beyond mortal powers.

••••
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Savage, Deborah. Summer Hawk. Houghton
Mifflin, 1999. ISBN 0-395-91163-X. $16.00.
298 pp.

Shannon, David. David Goes to School.
Illustrated by David Shannon. Blue Sky,
1999. ISBN 0-590-48087-1. $14.95. 32 pp.

B 9-12 FI

A All PB

Reviewed by Rachel Wadham

Forced to leave her life in Philadelphia and
live in rural Hunter's Gap, fifteen-year-old Taylor
struggles to fit in while trying to maintain her
dream of becoming a journalist. Taylor's summer
plans are turned upside down when she rescues a
baby hawk after a lightning storm. A budding
friendship with Rhiannon, the director of a
rehabilitation center for birds of prey, and a
romance with Rail, a local hick, complicate
Taylor's life as she tries to write a research report
that will ensure her entrance into the writing
program of an exclusive boarding school. Tension
between Taylor and her workaholic mother, and
the discovery of her father's infidelity, also add
conflict to Taylor's summer as she struggles to
discover who she is and define her dreams.
Lacking the great dramatic impact and
passion of Savage's similarly themed works,
including Under a Different Sky, Summer Hawk is
a sweet book with little real substance. Taylor is
not an endearing character, and her reactions to
many situations seem forced and unnatural. Rail,
a relatively minor character, shines as the most
vividly crafted and believable character of the
novel. The concluding decisions of Taylor's
summer struggles leave much to be desired,
closing the novel on a note of confusion instead of
a note of hope. While Savage has proved herself
capable of telling wonderful tales about teenagers
trying to find themselves, Summer Hawk falls
of
her
previous
considerable
short
accomplishments. Teenage girls may find the
story sweet and interesting, but most readers
would do well to pass by this novel.

••••

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol20/iss2/8

Reviewed by Gabi Kupitz

David is at it again! The mischievous little
boy with the fang-like teeth drives his school
teacher crazy. The teacher mimics David's mother
from Shannon's first book, No, David! Saying
"no," chastising the boy for being tardy, and
admonishing him to "pay attention" are just a few
of the teacher's responses to David's antics. One
of David's misdeeds has consequences. When
restitution is made, both David and teacher are
reconciled.
Full-color illustrations and very simple text
highlight a day in the life of David and his longsuffering teacher. Adults who didn't like No,
David! will probably find fault with Shannon's
use of fanglike teeth and rough illustrations that
chronicle the protagonist's obnoxious behavior.
But for children, and for the adults who deal with
children, this book will be a wonderful read-aloud
to which all involved parties can relate and
through which proper school behavior can be
taught without lecturing.

••••

Sheldon, Dyan. Confessions ofa Teenage Drama
Queen. Candlewick, 1999. ISBN 0-76360822-X. $16.99.272 pp.
A 9-12 FI

Reviewed by Rachel Welton

Mary Elizabeth Cep, or Lola, as she prefers to
be called, is full of New York City flair and
drama. Lola and her family have just moved from
New York (the most exciting city in the world) to
Dellwood, (or Deadwood) New Jersey, and Lola
cannot stand the suburbs. "Like most truly
creative people," Lola says, "I loathe the suburbs.
Living in the suburbs is like being dead, only with
cable T.V. and pizza delivery." When Lola begins
school at Dellwood High School, she finds that
the position of drama queen has been filled by the
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snobby, bom-to-win Carla Santini. When Lola
lands the lead in the school's production of
Pygmalion, Carla is determined to make her wish
that she'd never left the City, but Lola is not one
to cower under Carla's pressure. With the help of
her new best friend, Ella, the only kindred spirit in
Dellwood, Lola ends up on top of everything,
until a small white lie threatens to turn her
carefully laid plans upside down.
Sheldon has created an authentic and loveable
character in Lola. Lola's creative antics and
spontaneous dialog will have readers laughing out
loud. Anyone who has ever known or wanted to
be a drama queen will love this book. It's a
delightful read from beginning to end, and will
leave readers hungry for more of Lola's
adventures.

••••

Sutcliff, Rosemary. Sword Song. Farrar, Straus, &
Giroux, 1998. ISBN 0-374-37363-9. $18.00.
271 pp.

* 8+ FI

Reviewed by Gabi Kupitz

Young Bjami, just a little older than sixteen,
has killed a man and is thus banished from the
settlement for five years. Rafn, the Chief, has
sworn an oath that in his settlement, men in long
brown kirtles preaching of the White Christ can
walk in safety. Bjami has made ofRafn the Chief
an oath breaker. Given a sword and some money
and silver from his brother, Bjami is admonished
not to return until he knows the meaning of an
oath. Adventure-seeking Bjami boards a merchant
ship for Dublin. In the big city, brash and
immature Bjami is quickly humbled. A clever
thief makes off with Bjami's money, and almost
his life, but he is saved by the protection of a
homeless black dog that has followed Bjami from
an alehouse where Bjarni shared his food with the
hound.
Swallowing his pride, Bjami, with hound in
tow, returns to the merchant ship and makes up a
story about exchanging his silver for the dog. The
merchant ship owner, Reriolf, although he doesn't
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believe a word, takes Bjami onboard and becomes
his master and his mentor. Bj ami , eventually
leaves Reriolfs employ for more exciting
prospects, sells himself and his sword to the
fighting men in Ireland and Scotland for the next
five years. As Bjami matures, he repents of the
evil he committed in his youth. After five years of
wielding the sword, a mature and wise Bjami
longs to return to the settlement, and he
does-with a faithful dog and a gutsy wife-to-be.
Discovered among her papers after her death
in 1992, critics call Sword Song "a fitting
capstone to Rosemary Sutcliff s marvelous career
as one of Britain's premier authors of historical
fiction."

••••

Wilson, April. April Wilson's Magpie Magic: A
Tale of Colorful Mischief Illustrated by April
Wilson. Dial, 1999. ISBN 0-8037-2354-7.
$14.95. Not paginated.
A Pre+ PB

Reviewed by Janice Card

A young artist sees a magpie on a branch
outside the window and draws it on a piece of
paper. The drawn bird peels off the paper and
takes flight. The artist tries to coax it down from
a high ledge, but that doesn't work. Next, the
artist draws cherries. The magpie, unable to resist
them, returns to the table to eat the cherries. The
bird decides that it can draw, too, and together the
artist and the magpie create a picture. When the
bird proves to be too much of a nuisance, the artist
draws a cage and puts drawn cherries inside to
lure the magpie. Once the bird is inside, the artist
draws a lock and fastens it on the cage door. Does
the story end here? No way! With eraser and
colored pencils, the battle between the artist and
the magpie continues, to the delight of readers
young and old. Colorful, detailed artwork carries
this fun picture story to all ages and nationalities.

••••
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Yacowitz, Caryn. Pumpkin Fiesta. Illustrated by
Joe Cepeda. HarperCollins, 1998. ISBN 0-06027658-4. $14.95. 32 pp.
A 1-3 PB

Reviewed by Raehael W. Galvez

Old Juana wins the prize at the local fair for
the largest pumpkins year after year. This time,
Foolish Fernando is determined to outdo her.
Fernando spies on Juana sowing her seeds and
tending her plants. He then tries to imitate
everything that she does, but he misses the point.
He believes that if he dresses like Juana and talks
to his plants like she does, then he will have
success, but he waters them haphazardly and
commits other blunders. When it is clear that
Juana is about to best him again, he steals her
humongous pumpkins from the field and enters
them in the fair. After a confrontation, Juana is
able to reclaim her pumpkins and the prize, and
Fernando apologizes for what he has done. Juana
then offers to help Fernando grow his own
pumpkins next year.
This story's greatest asset is its humor,
complemented by bright oil paintings in an
original style and topped off by a recipe for
pumpkin soup at the end. A fun book for both
young and old.

••••

Yolen, Jane. Raising Yoder's Barn. Illustrated by
Bernince Fuchs. Little, Brown, 1998. ISBN 03169-6887-0. $15.95. Not paginated.

* K-3 PB

Reviewed by Naney C. Evensen

Raising Yoder's Barn takes a tender look at
an Amish community's practice of working
together to achieve common goals. Matthew's
family is troubled when their bam is hit by
lightning and burns to the ground despite the
community effort to save it. Four days later, the
community again gathers, this time to build a new
bam. With all the expert builders, young Matthew
is worried his "good hands" won't be needed in
the project. To his relief, he is given the job of
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conveying instructions to the others from the
foreman. That evening, as the family praises the
Lord for the newly completed structure, Matthew
whispers his amen, for he "had no more voice
than that." Although his voice is quiet, his spirit
seems to shout with satisfaction.
This book shows the empowerment of a
young man who was able to contribute to his
family and his community. It gives the reader an
implicit look into the values and customs of an
Amish community. The beautiful, full-page oil
paintings effectively use light and dark with earthtone hues that capture the fortitude of Amish
people. Yolen's writing is exceptional. Similes
such as "pearly blisters like the barley in Mama's
soup" and "that bam grew like a giant flower in
the field" create vivid images. The book is
exquisite and belongs in every library.

••••

Yolen, Jane. The Wizard's Map. Harcourt Brace,
1999. ISBN 0-15-202067-5. $15.00. 132 pp.
B 3+

Reviewed by Janet O. Francis

Written with Yolen' s adept treatment of the
world of magic, this middle-grade book
introduces the reader to Jennifer and Peter Dyer,
twins who are visiting Scotland for a summer with
their family.
Gran and Da have an enormous two-story
cottage (the first thump on the twins' concept of
Scottish life). There are many to come, mainly
due to a historical magical figure called Michael
Scot, whose map the twins' younger sisters
discover in the attic.
Juxtaposing headlong American knowhow
and Old Magic terror is not a new technique, but
Yolen is quite proficient. The work, however,
seems unsure whether its focus is on siblings
coming-of-age, twins exploring their special
connections, or magic determinism. As a result,
The Wizard's Map does not have the holding
quality usually found in Yolen's work.
In this first installment in the Rartan Magic
series, Michael Scot loses out and seems to be
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destroyed, but as any fan of Old Magic knows, all
is not as it seems. The story has the advantage of
being a relatively easy read, with the
accompanying disadvantage of being somewhat
simplistic and formulaic .

••••
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New In Paperback
By Jim Jacobs
Professor
Department of Teacher Education
Brigham Young University

The following books have recently appeared in
paperback, either for the first time or after a long
absence. All are recommended.
Anno, Mitsumasa, Eric Carle, Raymond Briggs,
Leo Dillon, Diane Dillon, and others. All in a
Day. Penguin, 1999. ISBN 0-698-11772-7.
$5.99. Not paginated. Grades K-4. Brief text
and illustrations by ten internationally known
artists reveal a day in the lives of children in
eighteen different countries, showing the
similarities and differences, and emphasizing
the commonality of humankind.
Anno, Mitsumasa. Anno's Magic Seed's. Penguin,
1999. ISBN 0-698-11618-6. $6.99. Not
paginated. Grades 1-4. The reader is asked to
perform a series of mathematical operations
integrated into the story of a man who plants
magic seeds and reaps an increasingly
abundant harvest.
Ehlert, Lois. Snowballs. Harcourt Brace, 1999.
ISBN 0-15-202095-0. $7.00. Not paginated.
Grades Preschool-2. Some children create a
family out of snow. Includes labeled pictures
of all the items they use, as well as
information about how snow is formed.
George, Jean Craighead. Incredible Animal
Adventures. Illustrated by Donna Diamond.
Harper Trophy, 1999. $4.25. 72 pp. Grades 36. A collection of stories about animals who
became beloved and famous, including Balto
the sled dog, who found his way through a
blinding snowstorm, and Koko the gorilla,
who learned sign language.
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Hague, Michael. Aesop's Fables. Illustrated by
Michael Hague. Holt, 1999. ISBN 0-80506315-3. $6.95. 27 pp. Grades K-3. Hague
presents thirteen of Aesop's fables, which he
has selected and illustrated.
Hobbs, Will. Maze. Avon, 1999. ISBN 0-38072913-X. $4.99. 248 pp. Grades 5+. On the
run, 14-year-old Rick Walker fmds himself in
the desolate red rock country of Southern
Utah, where a biologist befriends him and
two suspicious men put both the wildlife
project and the lives of Rick and his friend in
danger.
Miller, Melissa. Anne Frank: The Biography.
Translated by Rita and Robert Kimber. Holt,
1999. ISBN 0-8050-5997-0. $14.00. 330 pp.
Grades 6+. Originally published in Germany,
this is the first full biography of the girl
whose life has touched millions. The
biography draws on interviews with family
and
friends,
previously
unavailable
correspondence, and five diary pages long
kept secret.
Pilkey, Dav. Captain Underpants and the
Invasion ofthe Incredibly Naughty Cafeteria
Ladiesfrom Outer Space (and the Subsequent
Assault of the Equally Evil Lunchroom
Zombie Nerds). Scholastic, 1999. ISBN 0439-04996-2. $3.99. 141 pp. Grades 3-6. The
title says it all.
Rowling, J. K. Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's
Stone. Scholastic, 1999. ISBN 0-590-35342X. $5.99. 309 pp. Grades 4+. Rescued from
the outrageous neglect of his aunt and uncle,
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a young boy with a great destiny proves his
worth while attending Hogwart's School of
Witchcraft and Wizardry.
Sandler, Martin W. Pioneers: A Library of
Congress Book. Harper Trophy, 1999. ISBN
0-06-446743-0. $10.95. 89 pp. Grades 4+. An
overview, in text and illustrations, of the
pioneer experience in the American West,
from the first settlers through the
development of towns.
Skolsky, Minday Warshaw. Love From Your
Friend, Hannah. Harper Trophy, 1999. ISBN
0-06-440746-2. $5.95. 246 pp. Grades 4-6.
From her home in the back of the Grand View
Restaurant in rural New York, Hannah writes
letters to her best friend, a pen pal, and even
to President and Mrs. Roosevelt.
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Averill, Ric. Alex and the Shrink World.
Dramatic, 1993. ISBN 0-87129-835x. 71 pp.
A 7+

Reviewed by Lesley Larsen

As Alex tries to cope with a new addition to
his family, he discovers that the only way to be
happy is to periodically leave his family to go to
the "Shrink World." He uses magical powers that
he acquires during his visits to the Shrink World
to shrink himself down to the size of an ant. In his
new world he finds great friends, namely two ants
named Ant Five-Legs and Ant Knows-It. When
his adventures with the Shrink World grow more
serious in nature, Alex's parents send him to a
psychiatrist, who helps Alex deal with his
imaginary world and his new baby sister.
This fun script has great potential for both
audience and cast. Younger actors will be able to
experiment with some animal/insect imagery and
different voices and dialects. Such experiments
will not only take the audience to another world,
but it will also help them to learn the true message
in the play: we all need friends, no matter how
small we are feeling.

••••

Foon, Dennis. The Short Tree and the Bird That
Could Not Sing. Blizzard, 1998. ISBN 0921368-79-8. $10.95. 64 pp.
A K-6

Reviewed by Lesley Larsen

Short Tree is unhappy. Unlike the other trees
in the forest, he is short and unable to see what the
world has to offer. He always wishes that he could
be taller and more like the other trees. But when
the lumberjacks come to the forest one day to look
for wood, Short Tree eventually appreciates his
stunted frame. He is left alone in the forest-with
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no one to talk to him, play with him, or to even
describe what the world looks like-when he
meets a bird who unfortunately cannot sing well.
When the bird does sing, most people run and
hide or throw things at him. As Short Tree and
Bird establish a friendship, they begin to depend
on each other. Bird tells Short Tree about the
world, and Short Tree provides a comfortable
resting-place and nest for Bird. Throughout their
friendship the two learn not only how to accept
themselves as they are, but also to find beauty in
what nature created them to be: a very short tree
and a bird who just cannot sing. In fact, by the end
of the play, Short Tree remarks how much he
loves to hear Bird sing, and Bird tells Short Tree
that he is the perfect height for resting. Together,
they make new friends and teach each other what
it really means to be a friend.
This play in fable form is wonderfully written
and is appropriate for all ages. Although the
costumes and set might be challenging for groups
with smaller budgets, it would be a great exercise
in animal imagery for children (and adults). The
characters are well-developed, and the script is
easy to follow. While it may be harder for
younger children to perform, it certainly would be
fun and exciting for them to watch. Movement
classes or exercises would be beneficial to
everyone in the cast to help them be able to
communicate without having to use the typical
human gestures and would also help the actors to
be more believable as animals. The script
provides several photos from different
professional productions, which give some good
insight into artistic choices for costumes and sets.

••••
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Hackbarth, Judith A. ZAPS! (Zany Audience
Participation Skills). Contemporary Drama,
1990.40 pp.
B 7-9

Reviewed by Athena Madan

This short anthology contains three
pieces-Clementine, King Kah-Leo-Leo and His
Beautiful Daughter, and The Pirates ofPizea. It is
designed to help students develop skills in
improvisational drama. Limited, therefore, in its
consideration of characterization and plot, this
review focuses instead on how effectively
Hackbarth helps heighten improvisational
techniques in the drama student.
The fIrst sketch, Clementine, consists of three
precast company members and fIve audience
members who take part in the action. We witness
the plight of the darling Clementine after she
saves Christmas from the captivity of Black Bart.
Thankfully the entire text is not sung to the wellknown tune of Clementine-although its
consistency in meter throughout is not unlike the
song itself-but I sometimes wonder if the play
would be more interesting if it were sung. Some
clever ideas, though.
King Kah-Leo-Leo sets the stage with four
storytellers and seven participating audience
members for this story about the kidnaping of the
beautiful Princess Diana. This sketch contains
highly stylized ideas that would be fun to produce.
However, the humor is condescending and
derisive in tone-an attitude that underlies all the
sketches, but appears most noticeably in this
one-which may not be a positive experience for
the self-conscious audience member. Nor is this
tone consistent with the idealized world of fantasy
that this script relies on so heavily.
The Pirates ofPizea is an interesting twist of
events that teach the audience, participatory or
otherwise, about where "The Treasure" lies. The
pirates assume the roles of storytellers and have
little to do with the actual action on stage.
Audience members fIll all other roles, with careful
directions from the Pirates.
The concept of this unusual collection is
probably of more dramatic merit than the sketches
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themselves. These are structured to be take-offs or
skits and are not intended to be regular drama.
The author feels they will be fun to do with little
or no rehearsal. Part of the fun will be having the
audience members pulled out of their seats while
the rest of the audience waits to see who is next.
Having a cast who can work well with the
audience is essential, as is having an audience that
is willing to participate.

••••

Hayes, Jennifer Fell. Time and Tide. New Plays,
1998.60 pp.
A- 9-12 or Adult

Reviewed by Harold R. Oaks

In a small 19th Century fishing village on the
East Coast of Yorkshire, England, live fIsher folk
and Pierrots. The latter are a traveling Theatrical
Troupe who entertain on the beaches on warm
summer days to the chagrin of the hard-working
fIshermen, who see them as lazy and no good.
Tom, a bright, talented actor, woos the shy,
pretty fisherman's daughter, Polly. They fall in
love, and Tom proposes that they marry. Polly
will help with costumes and travel with the
troupe. Over her parents' objections, she decides
to run away with Tom when a violent storm
comes up. Tom saves Polly's brother's life, and
she is given permission to leave with him. But the
storm takes the life of Polly's father, and she
cannot leave her family in desolation. Tom
promises to write and be faithful, but the letters
stop and the spring brings new, different hopes.
Set deep in the somber colors of life against
the sea, this play captures the power of the meager
existence and the beauty of this people's
language. It offers an excellent range of
characters and depth of singing and dancing. It
requires a fairly large cast (eight women, eight
men) but can be reduced by two with doubling.
Actors must be able to perform with a Yorkshire
accent. The script contains a resource guide with
background on the world of the play, a glossary of
terms, sources for slides and music, and a brief
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discussion of the accent.
experienced casts.

Recommended for

••••

Jackson, R. Eugene. Ghoul School. I.E. Clark,
1998. ISBN 0-88680-454-X. 62 pp.
B 4-9

Reviewed by Athena Madan

A group of ghouls and a rattley old skeleton
haunt an old theater quite contentedly and so
convincingly that no one has come to visit them
for over 20 years. But when an ambitious acting
troupe decides it's time to reopen the theatre's
dusty curtains, the group of fiendish friends
discover, with a certain dread, that they have
forgotten how to scare people away! It's back to
school--Ghoul School-to relearn how!
The stock characterization in this script
generally works well. Because we are familiar
with each character, we quickly identify the
situational and dramatic irony (being simple, the
ironies do not require that the characters be more
than two-dimensional). This draws us into the
humor of the play with little introduction.
However, with stock characterization comes stock
humor-and in addition, the two-man Company's
rendition of Macbeth occasionally gives us a few
laughs:
FIRST SISTER:
sister?
SECOND SISTER:
THIRD SISTER:
SECOND SISTER:
THIRD SISTER:
to First Sister]
FIRST SISTER:
THIRD SISTER:
FIRST SISTER:
have.
SECOND SISTER:
FIRST SISTER:
thumb ...
SECOND SISTER:

Where hast thou been,
Killing swine.
Sister, where thou?
I just told you.
Not you. Her. [She points
I forget.
Well, say something.
Okay, okay. Look what I
Show me, show me.
Here I have a pilot's
Really?
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THIRD SISTER: How did you get
somebody'sthumb?
STRINGS:
[looking up from script]
Will you shut up and let her finish her
lines?
THIRD SISTER: [To Strings] Is that a real
thumb?
[TEASER enters with a FLASHLIGHT
turned on]
TEASER: [very dramatically] "Out, darned
Spot! Out, I say!" [Pause.] I didn't know
Lady Macbeth had a dog.
STRINGS: A dog?
TEASER: Spot. This is the scene where I
open the door to let him out of the castle.
To do his job. Right?
STRINGS: Spot IS not a dog, you
nincompoop!
TEASER: Well, you don't name a cat
"Spot."
STRINGS: It's not a cat either!
Cast calls for thirteen (4 male, 5 female, the
rest flexible). Running time is approximately 120
minutes. Overall, this is an entertaining comedy,
one which young audiences will probably enjoy.

••••
Millar, Judy. Basic Drama Sketches, Volume
Two: A Series of Low-Royalty Plays for the
Beginning Teenage Actor or Actress. Encore,
1996. ISBN 1-57514-019-5. 76 pp.
B- 7-12

Reviewed by Athena Madan

Millar's aptly named sketches are indeed
basic, as evidenced by the blatant slapstick humor,
shallow characterization, and flurry of empty
activity that permeates the stages of these
sketches. They may be "fun" to produce but are of
questionable artistic value.
A synopsis of each play follows.
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Cabin Calamity. 9 females, 6 males, 2
flexible. Family summer vacations are spoiled as
news breaks out of house-burglar murders in their
area of the woods. No one is unsuspected, and
everyone tries secretly to solve the case, though
none of them will admit that they have no idea
what they are doing. Playing time: 30-35 minutes.
Diner's Delight. 10 female, 4 male, 2 flexible.
The crowd gathers at a greasy spoon diner for
breakfast, among them a pregnant woman, and
two sisters trying to load their cantankerous old
mother aboard the next bus out of town. Things
are "cooking" until a couple of inexperienced
bank robbers try to hold up the diner and capture
an influential customer for ransom. But while
they're busy deciding who's in charge, the bus
leaves without Mom and the pregnant woman
begins labor. Playing time: 25-30 minutes.
Aloha Fish. 9 female, 3 male, one little girl. A
group of college sorority sisters plan a relaxing
camping trip after finals. Some fraternity brothers
plan to spoil their weekend solitude, but these
plans are thwarted by a wood-dwelling woman
who hypnotizes them. Ultimately "the audience
will laugh and cat-call like crazy as the guys are
forced to wear luau costumes." Playing time: 3035 minutes.
Stowaway. 11 female, 7 male, 2 flexible. A
nasty sea captain runs a tight cruise ship, but not
tight enough to keep a female stowaway from
coming aboard and making him fall for her! It's a
change of scenery as the cruise ship is
transformed into honeymoon liner. Playing time:
35-40 minutes.
Unhaunted. 6 females, 5 males. A family is
buying a home that has been inhabited for two
hundred years by ghosts of estranged lovers. Two
of the family members discover they can
communicate with the ghosts and plan a peaceful
negotiation about the haunting of the house.
Playing time: 25-30 minutes.
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Generally speaking, Millar's playlets would
be fun for the beginning drama student to have a
moment on stage. However, it would be precisely
that-a moment. Millar's sketches call for fairly
large casts to fill up the stationary playing space
with relatively nothing to do. Characterization is
stereotypical and incomplete. If, however, we still
have difficulty discerning character stereotypes,
the accents are scripted phonetically for us.
Inconsistencies in the writing-using "she can"
and "thou dost" in the same character breath,
frequent typing errors in the printing of the script,
and errors in the scripted phonetic indication of
accents-make the text difficult to follow.

••••

Scanlan, Michael. Fortress (One Act). Baker's,
1988.34 pp.
A 7-12

Reviewed by Athena Madan

Fortress is an excellent script that addresses
the issues of vulnerability, trust, and
interdependence in adolescent relationships:
BILLY: There's this girl. She's been
following me around for years, and then,
all of a sudden, it's like I'm radioactive.
She won't come near me. But 1 don't
care, I don't want her to like me. It's the
people who supposedly like you who can
do the most damage.
KIM: Love stinks. It's like being trapped in
a phone booth with sixteen flatulent
people who just came from an all-youcan-eat bean dinner. It's depressing. I'd
rather have terminal acne than be in love.
Because the minute you actually say "I
love you," you've risked everything,
nothing will ever be the same. And
you've opened yourself up to the
possibility ofa whole truck-load of pain.
This is a good script. It does not condescend.
The characterization is well-developed and
believable, the dialogue is natural, the situations
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are applicable for audience members, and
transitions in time and place are smoothly
narrated, flowing easily in and out of the action.
Notable, too, is Scanlan's approach to
problems. He neither ignores them nor discredit
them, nor does he attempt to minimalize or
enlarge their magnitude. Instead he suggests that
with these problems, there are often no easy
answers. As for Billy and Kim, all we know is that
past experiences have affected their ability to
interact with others in a trusting, open manner.
Scanlan suggests that while it may be natural to
protect ourselves with impermeable invisible
walls, it is important to remember that building
these individual "Fortresses" ultimately creates
more pain-for it is within these walls that we
emotionally segregate ourselves so much that we
do not recognize how alone we are.
BILLY: I don't want anything from anybody.
I just want to be left alone, is that too
much to ask?
DR. ANGLE: Yes.
BILLY: What?
DR. ANGLE: Yes, it's too much to ask.
KIM: But, no pain, no gain, right? So maybe
there's the possibility of a whole truckload of happiness, too. I figure we got
about a 50150 chance. And I can live with
those odds.
This is an ensemble piece with a flexible cast.
The original production consisted of 9 males and
7 females. Because stage and costume
requirements are minimal, this would be an ideal
touring production. Fortress is also available as a
full-length play.

••••

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol20/iss2/8

Slaight, Craig and Jack Sharrar, editors. Great
Monologues for Young Actors: Volume II.
Smith and Kraus, 1999. ISBN 1-57525-106X. $14.95. 176 pp.
A 6-12

Reviewed by Lesley Larsen

Slaight and Sharrar present a variety of
monologues for young men and young women in
Great Monologues for Young Actors. This wellorganized and concise book offers a brief
description of the play from which the play was
taken and background information on the scene to
explain what has just happened in the play to
inspire the monologue. The editors give a good
selection of both classical and modern pieces.
Most of the monologues are of an appropriate
length for most auditions (about one to three
minutes each). The monologues are also great for
class work or for a night of monologues and
scenes. While some of the monologues would best
be done by mature actors, most of them can be
done by less experienced actors or beginners.

••••

Sterling, Pamela. The Adventures of NATE the
GREAT. Dramatic, 1996. ISBN 0-87129-6659.37 pp.
A- 1-4

Reviewed by Harold R. Oaks

Nate (A.K.A. the Great) is a detective who
solves mysteries in his neighborhood. Nate's
latest mystery involves a picture, a box, and a
painted tuna fish can. With the help of his
assistant, Kate, and his smart, faithful dog,
Sludge, Nate is able to solve the case.
Based on the Nate the Great book series by
Marjorie Weinman Sharmat, this adaptation
captures the flavor of the "B" movies it springs
from, playing on repetition and discovered clues
that lead to solutions for the small mysteries in
Nate's neighborhood. Nate wares a fedora and
trench coat as he sleuths out the answers to these
local mysteries.
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This would be a fun show for groups to do.
Setting and costume requirements are minimal
and the characters are colorful. Casting calls for 4
females, 3 males, 5 flexible (including 2 dogs),
and 1 male musician.

••••
Sterling, Pamela. The Ugly Duckling. New Plays,
1997.42 pp.
A K-6

Reviewed by Megan Ann Scott

With an elegant mix of Japanese tradition and
Hans Christian Anderson charm, The Ugly
Duckling, adapted by Sterling, takes us through
the heart-wrenching journey of a young swan who
discovers his true identity. Even before he
hatches, the Duckling is different. His slow
hatching, oversized egg, and odd-shaped body
give neighbors many reasons to tease him.
Finally forced away from his mother, brothers,
and sisters, the duckling leaves his home with
Rooster pecking him the entire way! Next he
must deal with the hissing and flapping ninja
geese, then the Hen and the Cat. They, too, force
him out when he fails to produce an egg. Left all
alone to fend for himself, he discovers a wise
Carp, who advises, "To wish for the possible will
give you strength. To wish for the impossible
gives only sadness." Slowly maturing through the
adversity of winter, the Duckling escapes death
just in time to discover what spring is like after
winter, and what being a swan is like after being
just a duckling.
Sterling starts each scene with a Haiku. The
stage is set for a Kabuki-style drama. Japanese
Kabuki (music [ka], dance [bu], and action [kiD is
a crucial element to the steady flow of the play,
and should be explained to the audience. Stage
directions use this theatrical form by indicating
certain actions, such as a pond created with a blue
ribbon or a gunshot symbolized by a gray ribbon.
Also, the use of the twelve songs throughout the
play gives the presentation additional creative
elements and invites the audience to extend their
creativity. Recommended for experienced groups.
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• •••

Still, James. Just Before Sleep. Dramatic, 1998.
ISBN 0-87129-779-5. 69 pp.

* 5-8

Reviewed by Megan Ann Scott

Gently, James Still creates the fragile world
of a family of three who is "down on their luck"
and living on the streets. The mother, Sonia, tries
desperately to hold her family together after their
apartment burned down and their father is killed
in the fire. The boy, 14-year-old Justin, adopts
many of his father's mannerisms, such as chewing
gum and listening to opera. Withdrawn and
unwilling to share his feelings about the fire and
his father's death, Justin rejects the social worker
and everyone else, and turns to a man of the street
for direction. Meanwhile, he still tries to fit in
with a boy his same age in school. Justin is torn
between wanting to live a normal life, and taking
care of his sister and mother. His conflict is
heightened when Tara, his ten-year-old sister,
doubles over with stomach pain and must be taken
to the hospital. When the first hospital refuses to
help the family without insurance, Justin must do
all that he can to guarantee that his sister gets the
hospital to care for her bleeding ulcer. In a
carefully crafted climax, Justin races through the
city in a non-lucid state trying to find his dead
father. He relives the final moments when he last
saw his father. The threads of storyline and
characters weave together in a fluid manner with
smooth, connecting scene changes, and creates a
cross-stitch image of what homelessness is really
like and the important role of sticking together.
Just Before Sleep is a powerful piece,
recommended for professional theaters or very
experienced amateur groups. The characters are
well developed. The playwright unfolds the story
a little at a time, and in doing so keeps the
audience wrapped in what the characters are doing
and what will come next. The pace is driving as
characters enter one scene while the action is
taking place in order to change scenes and
continue the action. The strong writing of Still,
characteristic of his other works, draws vivid
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images through the use of symbolism, repetition,
movement, and lyric verse. The required city
sounds and effects and the beginning and the end
of the show might need special attention, but other
costumes and set pieces should be easy to supply.

••••

Swortzell, Lowell. The Shepherds of Saint
Francis. Dramatic, 1995. ISBN 0-81729-5849.51 pp.
A K-6

Reviewed by Lesley Larsen

This play tells of the inspiration given to St.
Francis to help him write the Christmas pageant.
St. Francis is joined by a young man named Loene
who feels that it is his calling in life to follow St.
Francis. In their journeys, they come across an old
shepherd who is forced to take care of the
landowner's sheep, no matter what. The shepherd
is forced to work every day, even holidays. When
asked why he doesn't attend church, even on
Christmas, the shepherd states that he had too
much work to do and that he would not
understand the story anyway, because the service
was all in Latin. St. Francis and Leone then get
the idea that in order to make the story of the birth
of Christ more accessible to those people who
were lacking in social status, they should tell the
story in the form of a pageant.
A fabulous story, this play is entertaining and
enlightening. It is ideal for children and adults
alike. Because the play does tell the story of the
birth of Christ, its theme is religious, so it may not
be appropriate for some settings. But those who
want to get a new take on Christ's birth should
read or perform this play. It really is a fun,
educational tool for all parents.

••••
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Urquhart, John. Liza and the Riddling Cave: An
Appalachian Adventure for Children.
Anchorage, 1999. ISBN 0-87602-367-7. 54
pp.
A 3-9

Reviewed by Lesley Larsen

Liza, a young mute girl living in the
mountains of West Virginia, and her brother
Jacob set out on a search for their missing father,
missing ever since a flash flood swept his wagon
away. Almost everyone in the community
believes the father to be dead; even the mother
doubts that her husband survived. But Jacob and
Liza refuse to give up hope. While they are
picking blackberries one day for their mom, they
decide to look for their father on the "haunted" Ice
Mountain. Jacob and Liza communicate through
the use of signs, and unfortunately Jacob is the
only one interested in trying to understand and
appreciate Liza' s form of communication.
Through the "inner voices," we as an audience are
able to understand Liza' s thought process and
participate more fully in the discovery of the
father. Although everyone in the town thinks that
Liza is unintelligent and incapable of doing
anything constructive, Liza proves them wrong by
solving the riddles of the magical cave, rescuing
her father, and bringing him safely home. At the
end of the play we find that the town, and
especially her mother and father, now accept Liza
as a bright and lovely young lady.
This would be a fun play for any junior high
or high school to produce. The set and costumes
are arranged so that they could be done very
elaborately, but they may also be done in a
minimal style for schools with smaller budgets.
The southern accents would be a fun, refreshing
change for most student actors who are used to
doing everything in "everyday" speech. The
actress playing Liza faces a challenge of having to
communicate with people without using words. It
is also important to remember the ensemble
element of this piece. Because of the jumps in
setting, the play requires that everyone in the
show be good actors, able to draw focus when
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necessary and give it to other people when the
scene calls for it. This is an exciting work.

••••

Willmott, Kevin and Ric Averill. T-Moneyand
Wolf. Dramatic, 1994. ISBN 0-871229-347-1.
54pp.
A- 8-12

Reviewed by Lesley Larsen
and Harold Oaks

By comparing the choices of a contemporary
gang member in Newark, New Jersey, and a Nazi
war criminal, the authors suggest the life
directions that seem to merge together, including
the harrowing trials of a young German during the
late 30s and 40s and of an African American
teenager living in a gang-infested society.
The play works better on stage than on the
page. The reader sometimes has difficulty
following the story as it jumps from the 1940s to
the present. In production, it gains power from the
quick shifts of time, since we know the results of
the historical period and can see the implications
in our time. It should lead to some very useful
postproduction discussions. Recommended for
mature production groups.

••••

Zeder, Suzan. The Taste of Sunrise. Anchorage,
1999. $5.50. 66 pp.
* 2+

The father's passing is echoed in the haunting,
signed (and voiced) refrain:
How can there be world,
And father not?
How can there be earth and sky?
How day?
How light?
How breath?
How life?
How can there be Tuc,
And father not?
The journey is an insightful one, helping us
see the world through the eyes of this gifted,
"handicapped" young man. We struggle with the
"establishment," people's views of those who are
different and are gratified to see some sort of
resolution in selected issues. It is a powerful,
moving work that represents some of the best we
have to offer in this field.
The cast is nineteen, but can be as small as
eight with doubling (suggested in production
notes). Actors must be able to sign for all
speaking characters, and voice is a must for all
signing characters. Optimum cast size is nine, to
assist with interpreting. Recommended for
professional or very experienced amateur
production .

• •••

Reviewed by Harold R. Oaks

On a windswept hill, a boy signs "wind," and
the breeze whistles in our ears; he signs again, and
we hear a brook tumble over stones; he signs
"bird," and birds sing for us. Thus begins this
story of the boy Tuc, a character we got to know
as an adult in Mother Hicks (Anchorage Press,
1986). As Tuc remembers the past, we relive it
with him-a journey through an audio-centered
deaf school, past superstitious, prejudiced
townspeople, and the death of his beloved father.
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Book Publishers

ALBERT WHITMAN, 6340 Oakton St., Morton
Grove, IL 60053-2723
BEYOND WORDS PUBLISHING, 20827 NW
Cornell Road, Ste. 500, Hillsboro, OR 97124
BLUE SKY PRESS, see SCHOLASTIC, INC.
CANDLEWICK PRESS, 2067 Massachusetts
Ave., Cambridge, MA 02140
CAROLRHODA BOOKS, INC., see LERNER
PUBLISHING
CLARION BOOKS, 215 Park Ave. South, New
York, NY 10003
CROWN BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS, see
RANDOM HOUSE
DAWN PUBLICATIONS, 14618 Tyler Foote
Rd., Nevada City, CA 95959
DIAL BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS, see
PENGUINIPUTNAMBOOKS FOR YOUNG
READERS
DORLING KINDERSLEY, 95 Madison Ave.
NewYork,NY
FARRAR, STRAUS & GIROUX, 19 Union
Square W, New York, NY 10003
GREENWILLOW BOOKS, 1230 Avenue of the
Americas, New York, NY 10019
HARCOURT BRACE PUBLISHERS, 525 B. St.,
Suite 1900, San Diego, CA 92101-4495
HARPERCOLLINS CHILDREN'S BOOKS, 10
E. 53 rd St., New York, NY 10022
HENRY HOLT & CO., 115 W. 18th St., New
York, NY 10011
HOUGHTON MIFFLIN CO., 215 Park Ave. S.,
New York, NY 10003
HYPERION BOOKS FOR CHILDREN, 114
Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10011-5690
LERNER PUBLISHING, 241 First Ave. N,
Minneapolis, MN 55401
LITTLE, BROWN & CO., 3 Center Plaza,
Boston, MA 02108
NORTH-SOUTH BOOKS, 1123 Broadway, Ste.
800, New York, NY 10010
PENGUINIPUlNAM BOOKS FOR YOUNG
READERS, 345 Hudson St., New York, NY
10014.
RANDOM HOUSE, 201 East Fiftieth St., New
York, NY 10022
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SCHOLASTIC INC., 555 Broadway, New York,
NY 10012
SIMON & SCHUSTER BOOKS FOR YOUNG
READERS, 1230 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, NY 10020
VIKING, see PENGUINIPUTNAM BOOKS FOR
YOUNG READERS
Play Publishers

ANCHORAGE PRESS, PO Box 8067, New
Orleans, LA 70182
BAKER'S PLAYS, PO Box 699222, Quincy,
MA, 02269-9222
BLIZZARD PUBLISHING, INC., Furby St.,
Winnipeg, CANADA R3L 2A2
CONTEMPORARY DRAMA SERVICE, Box
7710, Colorado Springs, CO 80933
DRAMATIC PUBLISHING, PO Box 129,
Woodstock, IL 60098
ENCORE PERFORMANCE PUBLISHING, PO
Box 692, Orem, UT 84057
I. E. CLARK PUBLISHING, Schulenburg, TX
78956-0246
NEW PLAYS, INC., PO BOX 5074,
Charlottesville, VA 22905
SMITH & KRAUS, INC. PO Box 127, One
Main St., Lyme, NH 03768
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